ACADEMIC ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION/CIF SAN FRANCISCO SECTION
BOYS BASKETBALL ALL-CITY 2016-17

PLAYER OF THE YEAR – DIVISION 1

Niamey Harris, Sr.  Mission

FIRST TEAM – DIVISION 1

Antonio Cole, Jr.  Balboa
D’Mar Johnson, Sr.  Lincoln
Isaac Finestone, Sr.  Lowell
Niamey Harris, Sr.  Mission
Jamion Wright, Sr.  Mission

SECOND TEAM – DIVISION 1

Jayden Foston, Sr.  Mission
Kevin Fok, Jr.  Lowell
Laray Crossley, So.  Wallenberg
Devin Dador, Sr.  Washington
Jackie Luong, So.  Washington

HONORABLE MENTION – DIVISION 1

Samuel Minor III, Sr.  Balboa
Matthew Huang, Sr.  Lincoln
Daniel Manalang, Sr.  Lowell
Amaan Shaikh, Sr.  Mission
Tyrese Johnson, Sr.  Wallenberg
Jerric Tang, Jr.  Washington

PLAYERS OF THE YEAR – DIVISION 2

Vermont Jones, Sr.  Academy
Ben Pate, Jr.  Galileo

FIRST TEAM – DIVISION 2

Vermont Jones, Sr.  Academy
Matthew Ng, Sr.  Galileo
Ben Pate, Jr.  Galileo
Derick Brown, Sr.  Leadership
Moises Moraga, Sr.  Marshall

SECOND TEAM – DIVISION 2

Michael Williams, Jr.  Academy
Francis Gonzales Jr., Sr.  Galileo
Davious Greenwood, So.  Jordan
Wenjie Huang, Sr.  Marshall
Jialun Allen Chen, Jr.  SFI

HONORABLE MENTION – DIVISION 2

Tyrique Dugas, Sr.  Academy
Shayron Laurent, Sr.  Academy
Rory Jones, Sr.  Galileo
Kobe Lee, Sr.  Galileo
Weibin He, Jr.  Marshall